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Breaking down the barriers: Re-evaluating risk of MRI in patients with cardiac implantable electronic devices via collaborative practice
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Introduction

Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working together is success

Henry Ford

Over the past 60 years, close interaction between engineers, scientists, clinicians and industry has led to rapid technological developments in both medical imaging and medical devices. The results benefit our patients on a daily basis and include state of the art magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanners and sequences, alongside complex cardiac implantable electronic devices (CIEDs) such as pacemakers and implantable cardiac defibrillators (ICDs). However, despite intensive collaboration within groups to bring about these developments, a lack of cross-disciplinary communication across both the clinical environment and between industry partners has until recently prevented patients with CIEDs accessing MRI, even when clinically indicated. Historically, this has led to use of second line or invasive imaging techniques with delays to diagnosis and treatment, and likely negative impacts on clinical outcomes.\textsuperscript{1,2}

Recently, however, there has been considerable progress with the development of MR-conditional CIEDs and increasing recognition that the risk of scanning patients with non-MR conditional CIEDs is lower than previously believed.\textsuperscript{3-6}

This is increasing in importance: globally both rates of CIED implantation and demand for MRI are increasing\textsuperscript{2,7} as it becomes the first-line modality for diagnosis and planning of many treatments across multiple specialties, including neurology, orthopedics and cancer. The clinical utility of MRI in patients with CIEDs has been shown to be higher than for the general population, leading to diagnosis and management changes in over a third of patients,\textsuperscript{8} increasing up to 75% of ICD patients undergoing cardiac resonance imaging.\textsuperscript{9} Many CIED patients, however, still report challenges accessing MRI, and barriers still need to be broken down to enable equitable provision of scans to cardiac device patients.\textsuperscript{10,11} At the heart of this lies the need for partnership between radiology and cardiology departments to facilitate improved provision of MR imaging to patients with CIEDs. One key step to delivery is access to guidelines and recommendations that have been developed and agreed by both radiology and cardiology groups to ensure
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that there is appropriate representation and input from both disciplines. Almeida et al. 12 have produced such a Consensus Document, with endorsement from Portuguese Society of Cardiology and Portuguese Society of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine and should be congratulated on this contribution, which is likely to enable many centers to start or expand MRI services for CIED patients. Although guidelines have been written by several international cardiology and radiological societies, 13-17 available evidence changes rapidly and a detailed workflow including the logistics and timing of device re-programming and levels of supervision required is currently lacking. This Consensus Document provides recommendations including example checklists for departments to enable standardization of workflows. This should not only help clinicians and hospitals to initiate CIED-MRI services, but also ensure all safety steps are followed to minimize the potential for adverse clinical events.

The Consensus Document 12 also provides protocols for scanning non-MR conditional devices where clinically indicated and where patients consent to accept the risk of undergoing MRI. This risk is increasingly recognized to be low; published data from three major US safety registries 18-20 (including patients undergoing thoracic MRI scans, those with abandoned leads and pacemaker-dependent patients with ICDs in situ) found no major complications where appropriate protocols were adhered to. Understanding risk in this context however remains complex. Currently, international MR-labeling of CIEDs is binary with devices categorized into MR-conditional (where the device is considered safe to undergo MRI scanning provided specific conditions are met) or MR-unsafe (where undergoing MRI would pose an unacceptable risk to the patient). Non-MR conditional is a term used for devices where formal testing and approvals are not currently in place, or where one or more of the conditions for an MR-conditional device cannot be met. Unfortunately, this labeling system fails to account for degrees of risk or indeed the risk of the patient not undergoing MR imaging at all. There have been no clinical adverse events reported in patients with non-MR conditional leads undergoing MRI, and yet patients are commonly refused scans with MR-conditional generators, but not leads. A patient with an MR-conditional pacemaker generator but leads from different manufacturers (therefore with a non-MR conditional CIED system) with suspected spinal cord compression clearly has a different risk/benefit profile to a pacemaker-dependent patient with a non-MR conditional ICD with redundant (abandoned) leads for whom a knee MRI is requested. Realistically, it is infeasible (and indeed not in device manufacturers’ interests) for every potential lead and generator combination to undergo the rigorous safety testing necessary for systems to be labeled MR-conditional, meanwhile some patients are undergoing alternative invasive diagnostic testing where actuarial risks of MRI are extremely low. Encouraging centers to enable patients with non-MR conditional CIEDs to access MRI will build on the safety evidence currently available, and will hopefully promote the confidence to reduce barriers still further in the future. Consensus documents and published workflows will help momentum to gain, and it may not be long before only generator (and not lead) MR-conditionality is considered clinically relevant.

It is also important to recognize that barriers to MRI in CIED patients are present even prior to the scan being requested. As cardiologists, we are responsible for education of both our patients with CIEDs and referrers from other specialties that the presence of a CIED is no longer a contraindication to MRI. Resources are available (such as www.mrimypacemaker.com) which provide information for all potential stakeholders, however careful discussion with patients in clinics will help to promote understanding. At the time of device implant we should ensure that a fully MR-conditional system be used where available and, given the retrospective re-labeling of many leads as MR-conditional, the choice of generator manufacturer should be carefully considered during elective replacement. Cardiology departments should support radiology services in providing MR scans to their patients, and try to enable streamlined workflows with ‘one-stop’ combined services where possible. 18 Finally, partnerships are needed with device and scanner manufacturers to further ensure that device design incorporates adaptations to aid MRI workflows and that implant details can be readily shared between departments and hospitals where needed.

Central to all of these processes is communication and partnership. A broad network approach is needed nationally, but multidisciplinary teams at the regional and local levels must not be forgotten. These are essential to educate clinicians, referrers and even patients. Strategies such as the one from the current Consensus Document improve confidence, facilitate decision-making and highlight that working together is the key to success.
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